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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by a n  agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liabili- 
ty or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, appa- 
ratus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, pmess, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or othenvise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or 
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar- 
ily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Titanate-based ceramics are being developed as possible candidates for 

immobilizing excess plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons. Evidence from testing 
of similar ceramics and natural analogues suggests that this material is very resistant to 
aqueous corrosion [ 1-41. The purpose of our work is to describe the phase(s) present in 
these ceramics. In particular we are interested in the disposition of important elements such 
as Pu and Gd (to be incorporated into the wastefonn as a neutron absorber). In concert 
with data from corrosion tests, this characterization will allow us to describe the release 
behaviors of important elements from this type of ceramic. This is particularly difficult and 
important due to the heterogeneous nature of the material. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A titanate ceramic was developed and produced at LLNL Examination of the 

ceramic with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and SEWenergy dispersive 
spectroscopy (SEMEDS) shows the presence of several distinct phases. Figure 1 shows a 
SEM photomicrograph of one of the ceramic samples. The most common phase (A in 
Figure 1) contains Zr, Ca, Ti and smaller amounts of Al, Pu, and Gd. Analytical electron 
microscopy (AEMj data indicates that this phase is probably a zirconolite. In addition, Pu- 
rich particles (B in Figure l), probably undissolved PuO,, are present in this ceramic. Ti- 
rich particles (C in Figure l), possibly TiO,,, are also present with small amounts of Al 
and Zr. Gadolinium-rich phases, pyrochlore, and a Ca titanate (possibly perovskite) were 
also found in the ceramic by means of AEM analyses. 

The substitution of Pu and Gd into zirconolite and related structures such as 
pyrochlore is being studied in several Pu-loaded ceramics and will be described in detail. 
Previous studies have shown that zirconolite has three crystallographic sites [l]. The first 
site can contain Ca, Th, U+", Pu'~, and trivalent rare earth elements including Gd;, the 
second site can contain Zr, Hf, Np+", Ce+", and Pu4, and the third site can contain Ti, Mg, 
Al, Mn, Fe, Nb, Ta, and W. 

We have analyzed the chemical compositions of individual particles with 
SEM/EDS. Using these data, we will describe substitution patterns in the phases. For 
example, if we find that the concentrations of Zr and Pu are inversely proportional in the 
population of zirconolite particles sampled, then it is reasonable to believe that h replaces 
Zr in the zirconolite structure. Any observed substitution patterns will be discussed in 
terms of crystal structure and the corrosion behavior of the ceramic. 

CONCLUSION 
Detailed characterization of ceramic samples will allow us to describe the 

disposition of Pu and Gd within the material. The release behavior of Pu and Gd from the 
ceramic will be strongly affected by the partitioning of these elements within various 
phases. The goal is to incorporate the Pu and Gd into a phase that is particularly resistant 
to corrosion. The first ceramic we examined was designed to incorporate both Pu and Gd 
into zirconolite. Several other phases are shown to contain Pu and/or Gd. The implications 
of the distribution on the release behavior of Pu and Gd from this cerarnic material will be 
discussed. 



Figure 1. An SEM photomicrograph of a particle of the ceramic. The sample was mounted 
in epoxy, cross sectioned, and polished to 0.25 pm. The labels in the photograph 
correspond to phases described in the text. 
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